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 P. KYLE STANFORD and PHILIP KITCHER

 REFINING THE CAUSAL THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR

 NATURAL KIND TERMS

 (Received 27 January 1997)

 I

 John Locke flirted with a causal theory of reference for natural kind

 terms, only to back out at the last moment. In a rightly influential
 discussion of Locke (Mackie, 1976), John Mackie sees this as a
 painfully near miss, proposing that Locke's pessimism about the

 possibility of our discovering real essences prevented him from anti-

 cipating Saul Kripke and Hilary Putnam by almost three centuries.
 We take Locke's worries more seriously. Indeed, we think they serve
 as the starting point for ways of refining the Kripke-Putnam account.

 Consider two theories of the reference of natural kind terms.
 The first, the Simple Nominal Essence Theory (SNE) proposes that

 a natural kind term is associated with a (usually complex) open
 sentence whose constituent expressions are (a) predicates that can
 be applied on the basis of observation and (b) the connectives of
 propositional logic; the natural kind to which the term refers is just
 the set of things that satisfy the open sentence. Thus SNE's account
 of 'gold' associates this term with the open sentence "x is metal
 & x is shiny & x is yellow & x is ductile", thus picking out all
 those samples that are yellow, shiny, ductile metals. By contrast,
 the Simple Real Essence Theory (SRE) suggests that a natural kind
 term is associated with a sample of some substance, and that the

 term refers to the set of things that share the same inner constitution
 as the sample. According to SRE, 'gold' refers to the set of things
 that have the same inner constitution as the sovereign in Locke's
 pocket.

 Oversimplifying for present purposes, we can say that Locke
 recognized SNE and SRE as the two possibilities and argued that
 SNE must be right because SRE is unworkable. He noted that the
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 100 P. KYLE STANFORD AND PHILIP KITCHER

 utility of natural kind terms depends on their ability to group partic-

 ular natural objects with various collections of others, on the basis

 of the various sets of properties they instantiate:

 The same Convenience that made Men express several parcels of yellow Matter

 coming from Guiny and Peru, under one name, sets them also upon making of

 one name, that may comprehend both Gold, and Silver ... under the name Metal

 (Locke, 1690/1959, III vi, 32).

 This implies that we cannot simply annex a term to the unknown real

 essence (= inner constitution) of a sample, for any natural object will

 instantiate many different natural kinds; that is, a sample simply has

 no unitary unknown inner constitution that will fix the referent of a

 term introduced by ostending it.

 Locke goes on to extend the point, arguing that, even if we were

 able to specify the inner constitutions of samples, we would still

 need the kind of description that SNE takes to be associated with

 a natural kind term. The reason is that all samples are going to

 differ in inner constitution in some respects, and so we shall need

 a way of sorting out which differences are crucial and which are

 not. According to Locke, this can only be done by invoking readily

 applicable properties, so we need the type of description celebrated

 in SNE. Descriptions of this sort establish the significant similarities

 and differences in inner constitution.

 No living philosopher is likely to favor SNE as an account of
 natural kind terms. But, even though he may have formulated his

 choices too simply, Locke was on to something. He had anticipated

 a problem for causal theories of reference of natural kind terms.

 II

 SRE is the simplest version of a causal theory. As Michael Devitt

 and Kim Sterelny point out, a theory like SRE is too simple.

 Reference for natural kind terms, they claim,

 includes both an ostensive component and a structural component. In the

 paradigm cases, these terms are introduced into the language by perceptual

 contact with samples of the kind. The extension of the term is then all those

 objects, or all that stuff, having an internal structure of the same sort as the

 ostensively given samples. So, a term like 'gold' is introduced by causal contact
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 THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR NATURAL KIND TERMS 101

 with samples of gold. The term refers to all and only that stuff which is of the

 same kind as these samples. The nature of this relation, being of the same kind,

 depending as it does on the internal structure of the samples, is discoverable only
 by scientific research (1987, p. 70).

 Why this invocation of a "structural component"? Because it is

 utterly mysterious how, without something more than our causal

 relation to the sample, we can pick out one, rather than another, of
 the many kinds the sample instantiates. We are ostending a giraffe
 or a chunk of gold. However hard we point, we face the problem
 of fixing the reference of 'giraffe' to the giraffes (rather than the
 mammals, the chordates, the vertebrates, the herbivores, etc.) or of

 'gold' to gold (rather than to metals or elements). This, of course,
 was just Locke's worry about SRE. Devitt and Sterelny call it "the

 qua problem".2
 The qua problem forces us away from SRE, but we needn't

 retreat (as Locke did) to SNE. Instead, as Devitt and Sterelny see,

 we can try to retain some elements of the causal theory, while adding
 a descriptive component. They write:

 Something about the mental state of the grounder must determine which putative

 nature of the sample is the one relevant to the grounding, and should it have
 no such nature the grounding will fail. It is very difficult to say exactly what
 determines the relevant nature.

 People group samples together into natural kinds on the basis of the samples'

 observed characteristics. They observe what the samples look like, feel like, and

 so on. They observe how they behave and infer that they have certain causal

 powers. At some level, then, people "think of" the samples under certain descrip-
 tions and as a result apply the natural kind term to them. It is this mental activity
 that determines which underlying nature of the samples is the relevant one to a

 grounding. The relevant nature is the one that is, as a matter of fact, responsible
 for the properties picked out by the descriptions associated with the term in the
 grounding. If the sample does not have these properties - if, for example, the

 alleged witch does not have the power to cast spells - then there will be no relevant
 nature and the groundings will fail (1987, pp. 73-74)

 This passage suggests a better theory than SRE - call it CTR1 -
 which runs as follows: a natural kind term is associated with an
 open sentence CP[x] whose constituents are predicates applicable to
 observable properties and propositional connectives, together with a

 sample s that satisfies c1[x], and the term refers to all things having
 the inner constitution causing s to have the properties picked out
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 102 P. KYLE STANFORD AND PHILIP KITCHER

 by the conjuncts of ct[x]. CTR1 seems to give descriptions the
 same priority that they enjoyed in SNE. It is just that, instead of

 pinpointing the boundaries of kinds, these descriptions now indicate

 underlying causes that are to be shared by all members of the

 pertinent kinds.

 Could we manage without the invocation of descriptions? One of

 us once thought so, proposing that the term-intoducer simply needs

 a disposition to apply or withhold the kind-term in ways that make it

 clear which of the many kinds instantiated in the sample is intended.
 The idea was that, even if one isn't able to produce a description

 that rules out the mammals, chordates, vertebrates, and so forth, one
 may have a disposition to use 'giraffe' in ways that make clear that

 these are not to fall under the term (Kitcher, 1982). But this is surely

 a dodge. Devitt and Sterelny are quite right to acknowledge that

 "at some level", a user of the imagined sort thinks of the samples

 under descriptions, and talking about "dispositions" simply evades

 the vocabulary of the family of theories that causal theorists reacted

 against.

 Does the introduction of a descriptive component undermine the

 intuitive attractions of causal theories of reference? The primary

 considerations Kripke adduced in favor of a causal approach are

 counterfactual: we ask how the reference of a term would change if

 such-and-such a counterfactual possibility obtained. He suggested

 that the reference of natural kind terms is fixed by appeal to internal

 constitutions alone, for, if we were to find a substance with atomic

 number 79 (that of gold) and green color, we would conclude that

 not all gold is yellow, while, if we were to discover a substance of

 some other atomic number that mimicked the properties of gold, we

 would say that something that was not gold seemed very much like

 gold. How does CTR1 fare with these imaginary cases?

 Consider the latter case first. If we were to discover Gold 78,

 a substance that displays all the observable features of gold but

 has a different atomic structure, the Kripkean intuition is that this

 substance wouldn't be gold, but just something macroscopically

 similar. A problem arises, however, in that CTR1 seems to draw the
 opposite conclusion: if 'gold' stands for "this object and whatever

 shares the constitution responsible for its properties P, Q, R", then

 Gold 78 will count as gold. This is because, from the perspective of
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 THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR NATURAL KIND TERMS 103

 CTR1, what counts as "having the same constitution" can be estab-

 lished only by appeal to the production of observable characteristics.

 Scientific research may discover differences in the constitutions of
 various samples, but what makes for significant variance of some

 structural feature from that found in the reference-grounding sample
 can only be established by a difference in the properties the struc-

 tural variants subserve. If there is no difference in the properties
 produced by two structural variants, then the difference between

 them is inconsequential for matters of reference - consider, for
 example, isotopes of the elements. The most that can be claimed

 is that there are two structurally distinct kinds of gold, but Gold 78
 will count as gold nonetheless.3 When structural features underlie
 the same set of properties, CTR1 seems to have no machinery for
 distinguishing their role in reference.

 Are we being unfair to CTRI? After all, Devitt and Sterelny's
 formulation of the account insists that the "relevant nature [i.e.
 structure] is the one that is, as a matter of fact, responsible for the
 properties picked out by the descriptions associated with the term
 in the grounding" (p. 73, our emphasis): it might seem that in the

 case of gold this "as a matter of fact" language clearly picks out
 Gold 79 and clearly rules out counterfactual structural variants (i.e.
 Gold 78) with like causal powers. But this is to miss the point of
 the objection: the problem lies in knowing just which structural
 features the "as a matter of fact" language specifies and which it
 rules out. The intuition that Gold 78 is clearly a different structure

 with the same causal powers depends, we suggest, on our ability
 to individuate the structural difference in question independent of
 the observable properties and causal powers under consideration
 and on our knowledge that structural differences of just this kind
 (atomic number/proton number) are associated quite generally and
 systematically with differences in observable properties. But this
 is no victory for CTR1, for it was supposed to help us in those
 circumstances in which we are completely ignorant of the under-
 lying constitution, and in such cases, the causal theorist has no way
 to specify how the "as a matter of fact" language is supposed to
 apply: in such cases the causal theorist is simply not in a position
 to say whether a particular structural difference would constitute a
 violation of the "structure which is, as a matter of fact, responsible
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 104 P. KYLE STANFORD AND PHILIP KITCHER

 ... " condition or not, independent of the observable differences that

 such a structural difference would subserve.4 That is, when she is

 ignorant of the underlying structure in question, the causal theorist

 cannot say whether a particular structural alteration would be like

 a change in atomic number (generating a distinct atomic element -

 a new substance) or like a change in neutron number (generating

 an isotope - for the purposes of reference, a new form of the same

 substance) unless she appeals to the consequences that the alteration

 would have for observable properties, and this is just what Kripke's
 intuitions about Gold 78 sought to avoid doing.

 Even if this problem can be handled, however, things are much

 worse for CTR1 when we consider the case of discovering some
 green substance with atomic number 79. Can we claim (with

 Kripke) that this Green 79 is gold, and, ipso facto, that not all gold
 is yellow?5 The problem for CTR1 is that the answer to this ques-

 tion seems to depend entirely upon whether 'yellow' is part of the
 description used in identifying the pertinent notion of inner consti-

 tution or not. If 'yellow' is not part of the description (and Green

 79 has the internal structure causally responsible for the properties
 which are), then Green 79 will be gold and not all gold will be

 yellow. But if 'yellow' is part of the description used by CTR1 to

 pick out the relevant internal constitution, it seems that Green 79

 could not qualify as gold, for it would lack one of the properties that

 possession of the relevant internal structure is supposed to ensure.
 Thus, if 'gold' means "having whatever structure this has which

 renders it yellow etc.", then Green 79 can't be gold, because it isn't
 yellow.

 The obvious response to this claim is that this depends on a highly

 uncharitable reading of CTR1 (and of Devitt and Sterelny). It's
 natural to think that a single structural property can surely produce

 different observable properties in different objects: that is, another
 object's possession of the structural property responsible for yellow-

 ness in this sample doesn't necessarily entail that it must be yellow;
 thus, although the structural property might be picked out as that
 which causes yellowness in the present case, it doesn't follow that,
 when that structure is present, the substance will always be yellow.

 But this raises the question of how widely we are to construe the
 "nature [i.e. structure] ... responsible for the properties picked out
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 THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR NATURAL KIND TERMS 105

 by the descriptions associated with the term". In the case of gold,

 we surely do not want to construe this so widely as to include, for
 example, the phase of the sample, for liquid gold is still gold, nor so

 narrowly as to consist simply of a partially filled d-orbital (electronic

 subshell), for gold is not silver. The most plausible suggestion to
 make at this point would seem to be that the relevant "nature" must

 include all and only those features that are causally relevant to the

 production of the observable qualities in question. The "responsible

 structure" in the case of 'ice' for example, does include the phase of
 the sample, while that of an 'active metal' will involve its orbital-

 filling status, for it is just these structural properties that are causally

 relevant to the observable qualities of the kinds in question. But,
 worries about indeterminism aside, this construal guarantees that
 whenever a particular "structural property" (in the sense in which

 everything causally relevant to the production of the observable

 qualities is included) is present, the observable qualities for which

 it is responsible are present as well. Thus, while it may be true that

 there's a notion of "structural property" in which a single such prop-

 erty can produce different observable properties in different objects,

 this notion doesn't seem to be (at least straightforwardly) available
 to CTR1 in trying to solve the qua problem.

 The issue can be formulated quite sharply, if we recognize that

 the criticism of CTR1 turns on attributing to the causal theorist a

 principle.

 [P] If an inner constitution XYZ causes properties PQR in
 some sample or range of samples, then, whenever some-

 thing has inner constitution XYZ, the same effects must
 obtain, and, in particular, the presence of XYZ must

 produce PQR.

 Now [P] is plausible if we think of the causal theorist as supposing
 that what fixes reference is the set of all features causally relevant
 to the production of the superficial (ascertainable) properties of the

 samples. For then what is being picked out is the total cause, and
 surely, when the total cause is present, then all the effects, including
 the ascertainable properties, must also be present. (Here, as before,
 we leave aside complications stemming from indeterminism).
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 106 P. KYLE STANFORD AND PHILIP KITCHER

 But surely the causal theorist doesn't want to be interpreted that
 way. To avoid the commitments that all the characteristic observ-

 able properties be present (as with CTRI), it suffices to claim that
 XYZ can be the cause of PQR in some instances but not in others.

 Such causal talk is quite familiar to us. We do say that a care-
 lessly jettisoned cigarette caused a forest fire, even though we know
 that many similar cigarettes are cast away without such devastation

 ensuing, and, indeed, though we are aware that this particular case
 was a fluke, that the fire happened because background conditions

 were just right (just wrong). Perhaps if the causal theory is allowed
 this natural idiom, and thus to abandon [P], the qua problem can be
 solved without abandoning those basic intuitions that motivated the
 causal theory in the first place.

 The trouble, however, is that it's far from obvious how the causal

 theorist can attribute to speakers an ability to pick out parts of the
 total set of causally relevantfactors. After all, the causal theory is

 supposed to work its wonders in situations in which those who use,
 or introduce, a natural-kind term are unable to specify the under-
 lying constitution, and, in this situation of ignorance, it's not easy to
 see how the term-users can deploy anything other than the notion of
 total cause. But, in that case, they are bound by [P], cannot avail
 themselves of the idea that the "cause"' of an effect in one case
 can be present even though the effect is not, and thus deliver the
 counterfactual verdicts they wish to avoid.

 This point is, we think, the development of Locke's fundamental
 insight. Although Devitt and Sterelny admit (1987, p. 84) that they

 do not offer a complete solution to the qua problem, we think that
 the Lockean objection isn't just a charge of incompleteness. Unless
 it can be met, CTR1 will have to give up the fundamental intuitions
 on which the causal theory of reference was originally founded.6
 In section IV, we'll argue that the objection can be met, but, before
 we do so, we want to underscore [P]'s importance by showing that
 efforts to avoid the difficulty without directly engaging [P] fail.

 III

 Let's start by clearing a minor point out of the way. One of the
 appeals of using a causal theory of reference for natural kind terms
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 THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR NATURAL KIND TERMS 107

 was the ability to improve on the positivist account of theoretical

 vocabulary (see for example Boyd, 1990), and the formulation of
 CTRl reveals a troublesome atavism in its restriction of the vocabu-
 lary figuring in associated descriptions to "predicates readily applic-
 able in observation". We can easily eliminate this shortcoming. Any
 causal theory of reference for natural kind terms ought to be focused

 on how it is possible for us to pick out kinds with a common inner
 constitution before we have the descriptive vocabulary to specify
 that constitution, but this does not entail that we are in the position
 of just being able to use some empiricist observation-language. If we
 are considering how the referent of a term is fixed at a given stage of
 inquiry, it is sufficient to allow those who introduce the term to use
 any language available to them, including all kinds of "theoretical"
 terms that have previously been introduced. So the restriction that
 the predicates figuring in the associated description must pick out
 observable properties ought simply to be dropped.

 To consider the more serious problem posed by the Green 79
 and Gold 78 cases, it is worth returning to the original proposals
 of Kripke and Putnam. The criticisms of CTR1 seem uncharitable
 in foisting on to the theory an analytic connection between a term
 and the properties we associate with its referents, for that kind of
 connection was, of course, just what Kripke and Putnam were at
 pains explicitly to deny.

 Kripke's opposition to this idea is especially strong. He criticizes
 a view of reference that he attributes to Wittgenstein and Searle, on
 which a term refers to the unique object satisfying most of the prop-
 erties in a cluster or family we associate with it. Against this view,
 Kripke points out that the name 'Jonah' can refer to an actual histor-
 ical personage even if all of the identifying information (Biblical
 tales) we possess is completely false. Likewise, even if all I know of
 Godel was that he proved the incompleteness of arithmetic, and in
 fact this proof was discovered by his friend Schmidt and stolen by
 G6del, the name 'Godel' still refers to G6del and not to Schmidt.

 This example shows that names can be used by some speakers to
 refer to objects (people, for example) about which (whom) those
 speakers have very few true beliefs, but it invites the obvious
 response that this is only because the original usages were by people
 who had a much more substantial stock of true beliefs about the
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 108 P. KYLE STANFORD AND PHILIP KITCHER

 referent. Intuitively, what has occurred is that later speakers are

 connected by a chain to users who had a substantial body of knowl-

 edge about Godel and information has dropped out along the chain.

 It is far more difficult to describe a plausible case in which the
 introducer of a term has mostly false beliefs about the referent.

 However, let's suspend any doubts we may harbor about asym-

 metries between the predicaments of original users and later users,
 and consider how the Kripkean claim might apply to natural kind

 terms. Both Kripke and Putnam point out that members of natural

 kinds can lack properties associated with that kind: three-legged

 tigers (Kripke) and albino tigers (Putnam) are still tigers, even

 though they lack the obvious features that we'd associate with tigers

 (the kinds of features that would figure in some supposed associated

 description for 'tiger'7). Similarly, they claim, we could conceivably
 discover that we had been systematically deceived, and that lemons

 (Putnam) or gold (Kripke) are not really yellow, nor were they ever.

 Even if 'yellow' figures in some associated description for 'gold' or
 'lemon', discovering that the things to which we've applied the term

 are not really yellow wouldn't amount to finding that there is no gold

 or that there are no lemons or that we hadn't made rings out of gold

 or lemonade out of lemons. In strict parallel to his critique of the

 Wittgenstein-Searle theory for names, Kripke claims (1980, p. 121)

 that something might have all the properties by which we originally

 identified tigers and not be a tiger, and further that all tigers might
 turn out to lack all of these properties. In his discussion of natural

 kind terms, Putnam quotes and "heartily endorse[s]" Kripke's claim
 that reference

 ... is rarely or almost never fixed by means of description. And by this I do not

 just mean what Searle says: "It's not a single description, but rather a cluster, a

 family of properties that fixes the reference." I mean that properties in this sense
 are not used at all. (Kripke, 1971; cited in Putnam, 1975, p. 235).8

 So how do we introduce a new natural kind term? Putnam claims

 that the reference of any such term will be the local samples to which
 we have applied the term, and anything else in the world that bears
 a particular "sameness relation" to them. He recognizes that this

 relation will vary with the term under consideration. In the case of
 water, for example, the sameness relation is sameL or same liquid
 as, and any liquid whose constituent molecules are H20 will qualify.
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 THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR NATURAL KIND TERMS 109

 Ascertaining the extension of a natural kind term thus requires a

 discovery about the physical constitution of objects which may take

 "an indeterminate amount of scientific investigation to determine"

 (Putnam, 1975, p. 225). This also explains how a term can encom-

 pass non-stereotypical referents: albino tigers stand in the same

 species as relation to other tigers in virtue of important physical

 structure, even though they lack some stereotypical tiger features.

 Putnam offers the following explicit definition of the relation

 sameL:

 x bears the relation sameL to y just in case (1) x and y are both liquids, and (2) x and

 y agree in important physical properties ... Normally the 'important' properties

 of a liquid or solid, etc., are the ones that specify what the liquid or solid, etc., is

 ultimately made out of ... and how they are arranged or combined to produce the

 superficial characteristics (1975, pp. 238-239).9

 The considerable intuitive appeal of this picture is that it seems

 to allow reference to follow whatever internal physical struc-

 ture we discover, rather than being tied down to the properties
 whose common possession was merely our guide to discovering the
 common physical structure of a kind. So, when we encounter a case

 like Green 79 or albino tigers, membership in the relevant kinds

 (gold, tiger) is determined by the underlying structure and we can

 ignore the superficial properties altogether.

 But Locke's old problem, the qua problem, looms. A chunk of

 gold, for example, would have to be included in the reference of the

 term 'gold' in virtue of one underlying property and in the reference

 of 'metal' in virtue of quite another. Investigating the world can

 only tell us what structural properties objects have. It cannot divulge

 which ones are of interest in specifying the reference of particular

 terms. To be sure, once we know a lot of physics and chemistry,

 when we can actually specify the respects in which the internal
 structures of all samples of gold must agree - or, in other words,

 when we can provide an explicit description of the internal structure
 - there is no problem. Prior to that point, what is required is a way

 of picking out which structural feature is implicated in reference for

 a particular natural kind term. 10

 There are, we think, two ways to try to resolve this problem. One

 is to suppose that the world admits of natural divisions, the joints

 along which science tries to carve, and that the task of someone who
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 110 P. KYLE STANFORD AND PHILIP KITCHER

 introduces a new natural kind term is to provide enough samples to

 establish reference to a unique kind. Here's the idea - similar to one

 originally bruited in (Merrill, 1980) and (Lewis, 1984). We have an

 original sample. That sample belongs to an infinite number of sets of

 physical entities, but only a finite number of these count as potential

 referents. We supply enough samples of instances and noninstances

 to rule out all the referents save one, thereby fixing the referent of
 the new term as the remaining set. Simplifying the case of 'gold',

 let's suppose that the only eligible referents are the set of samples
 of gold and the set of samples of metal. The term is introduced by

 pointing to a sample of gold and declaring it to fall under 'gold' and
 to a sample of (say) silver and declaring it not to fall under 'gold'.

 Kind terms, then, are introduced by piling up enough samples and

 foils to leave a unique referent. But this raises an obvious question:

 are there so few natural divisions in nature that we can eliminate

 all the unwanted potential referents in this way? We think not.

 Because we will be studying samples of gold under normal condi-

 tions, there are all kinds of common features of the configuration

 of the molecules, perfectly good physical properties of the samples

 invoked, that correspond to genuine divisions in nature. Phase is the

 simplest of many examples. So our range of samples will not fix

 reference to a unique set because it will leave open the possibility

 that 'gold' only picks out a subset of the samples of gold. Even more

 disturbing is the fact that there are many mathematically definable
 properties and relations among electrons, protons, and neutrons,

 besides atomic number, that will fit any finite number of samples of
 gold and that will cover samples of other substances as well. Some

 of these relations play a role in the physical and chemical proper-

 ties of matter, so they cannot be dismissed as forming "unnatural"

 divisions. There are just too many candidates for a manageable set

 of samples and foils to narrow the field to one. While it is indeed

 plausible to think that a set of samples and foils play some role in

 picking out the relevant internal structure, they cannot do so alone.

 Putnam's own discussion hints at a second approach. He claims
 that the "important" properties which define a sameness relation

 are ultimate constitution and how the ultimate constituents are

 arranged or combined to produce the superficial characteristics. On
 the most straightforward interpretation, it's the structural feature(s)
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 THEORY OF REFERENCE FOR NATURAL KIND TERMS 111

 responsible for most of the stereotypical properties that counts as
 the important one(s). The physical property that establishes the
 reference of 'gold' will be the one responsible for most of the stereo-
 typical features of gold, while the reference of 'metal' will follow
 whatever physical structural property is responsible for most of the
 stereotypical features of metals.

 So long as the causal theorist has not articulated or defended
 a notion of "being responsible for" that denies [P], this immedi-
 ately entails an extremely damaging consequence for Kripke and
 Putnam's claims about reference and descriptions. It turns out that
 we can't in fact be wrong about most of the stereotypical features
 associated with a natural kind term. Suppose we identify having
 physical structure XYZ with qualifying for the reference of term
 T, but then discover objects with XYZ that have absolutely none of
 the stereotypical properties of the things to which we applied T. This

 can only count as discovering instances with none of the stereotyp-
 ical features if we refix the reference of T through the description
 'having physical structure XYZ'. For, from our original perspective,
 we could only pick out the underlying structure important to us in
 applying T as "that inner constitution, whatever it is, that produces
 most of the stereotypical features" - where, we continue to suppose,
 'produces' is read in its sense of total set of causalfactors. Finding
 that XYZ sometimes doesn't produce most of the stereotypical
 features, we can't see it as the structure we were originally after
 in our hobbled and groping way. If we now choose to say that T
 applies to things that lack the stereotypical features, we'll have to
 acknowledge that we have changed the usage of our term, and that,
 under the original dispensation, there were no such things.

 In contrast to the account we drew from Devitt and Sterelny's
 attack on the qua problem, no particular stereotypical property turns
 out to be required for membership in a natural kind. Nonetheless the

 lack of a sufficient number of stereotypical properties will disqualify
 an object, by forcing us to conclude that, whatever structural prop-
 erties it has, they can't be the one that fixes reference for T. Albino
 tigers turn out to be tigers, but only because they possess most
 stereotypical tiger features.

 Exploring the resources of the causal theory within a framework

 in which causal theorists are bound by [PI, we gain only a limited
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 amount of relief from the objection. Locke's concern seems to cast
 a long shadow.

 IV

 All is not hopeless, however. We'll now try to show how, even in
 situations of ignorance, language users can discriminate particular
 subsets of the set of totally relevant causal factors. The first task will

 be to identify the worry as clearly as possible.

 How does our ordinary talk of causes work? In everyday cases
 we pick out from the total cause some particular object, state, or
 event, which we distinguish from the background conditions (or,

 to offer a more Davidsonian formulation, we partially specify the
 cause by adverting to a particular object, state, or event). We have
 a vocabulary in which to characterize the entity we are selecting.
 The trouble is that when we're thinking about the introduction of

 new natural kind terms, ex hypothesi, we don't have this descriptive

 vocabulary available (to repeat: when science advances, we may be
 able to give an explicit account of the underlying structure, but that
 will enable us to fix reference by an explicit (structural) description;
 the predicament that concerns us is that of the earlier stages when
 the term is being introduced without knowledge of the structure).
 How are we supposed to make a distinction between cause and
 background condition in this position of ignorance?

 It appears hard for causal theorists to abandon [P] without
 appealing to the distinction between causes and background condi-
 tions in an illegitimate way. When the theorist imagines the term-
 introducer saying "the structure that causes properties PQR in
 the sample", it's supposed that the introducer can pick out some

 part of the total cause of PQR as especially significant or salient.
 Perhaps XYZ is to be what causally explains the presence of PQR.
 However, this formulation makes apparent the fact that the theorist is
 deploying an interest-relative notion. Famously, what counts as "the
 cause" varies with the perspective of the inquirer: in Collingwood's
 celebrated example of the carriage accident, the engineer points to
 the faulty mechanism, the surveyor to the tree at the corner, and the

 barrister to the negligence of the driver; all of them are right, for all
 these things contributed to the crash. More recent stages of Hilary
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 Putnam have made much of the point in criticizing realist notions of
 reference (Putnam, 1983, pp. 211-214).

 Now there's no doubt that the term-introducer can deploy the
 notion of the total cause of the ascertainable properties of the
 sample(s). But should we suppose that her interests fix a distinc-
 tion between some part of the total cause and the rest? Unlike the

 surveyor, engineer, and barrister, she knows little or nothing of what
 is going on in the production of the ascertainable properties. To be
 sure, there is vocabulary available to her for distinguishing some
 parts of the total cause, for she can talk of that part of the total cause
 that occurs least commonly or is most easily changed. But none of
 this looks very promising as a way to pick out inner constitutions.

 The right strategy is to divide and conquer. The term introducer
 has, first, a very rough description of the inner constitution she wants
 to pick out - she may be ignorant, but she isn't completely ignorant.

 She knows that it is a property of the sample, perhaps that it is a
 feature of the "minute parts". Second, she has a range of properties
 of the sample in whose production she is interested. Her notion of

 cause fixes on that feature of the minute parts (whatever it is and
 whatever they are) that is a common part of the total causes of each
 of the distinct ascertainable properties. Thus, in the case of gold,
 she's interested in the structural feature that is shared by the total
 causes of yellowness, malleability, ductility, conductance, etc. in the
 sample(s). Atomic number 79 looks like just the thing that is going
 to have to show up in the total cause of each of the stereotypical
 properties in the samples. After all, the further conditions which
 ensure the ductility of a sample of gold differ widely from those
 which ensure its color or conductance, but atomic number 79 will
 surely be part of the total cause of each of the characteristic qualities
 of gold.

 Of course, the earlier arguments to the effect that members of
 natural kinds must have all or most of the stereotypical properties
 now collapse - as they were supposed to. The fact that a range of
 samples exhibits a set of properties, P, Q, R, . .. and that there is
 a common structural feature of the samples that is part of the total
 cause of each of P, Q, R, . . . in each case, is quite compatible with the
 existence of other things with that structural feature which, because
 of the presence of different background conditions, do not exhibit
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 any of P, Q, R.. .. So the refined version of the account preserves the

 features that made the causal theory attractive in the first place.

 Let's bring together various earlier suggestions in an improved
 proposal:

 [CTR2] A natural kind term is associated with (a) a range of
 samples, (b) a range of foils, (c) an open sentence '1[x]
 in conjunctive form yolx & 602x & ... yOx, such that each
 sample satisfies '$ [x] and each foil fails to satisfy at least

 one of the ps. Each of the 50s can be used by members
 of the community into which the natural kind term is

 being introduced. The term refers to the set of those

 things having the inner constitution that is a common

 constituent in the total causes of the presence of each

 of the so-properties in each of the samples, and that is
 absent from all of the foils.

 Here, we have allowed explicitly for the possibility that there should
 be a range of samples (rather than a single sample), and that this
 range of samples, together with foils, should narrow the range of

 potential referents. We've also supposed that the properties picked
 out in the conjuncts of the associated description needn't be observ-
 able (they can be any properties that members of the language
 community know how to detect). But, if our diagnosis is correct, the
 principal advance of CTR2 lies in its explicit dissection of causal

 talk, to avoid commitment to [P] while allowing people who are
 ignorant of underlying structures to partition the total cause.

 According to CTR2, term introducers make stabs in the dark.
 They see some properties regularly associated, and conjecture that
 there's some underlying property (or "inner structure") that figures

 as a common constituent of the total causes of each of the properties.

 That conjecture could be wrong. But, if it's right, they can beat off
 Locke's challenge and fix the reference of the term to the set of
 things that share that underlying property.

 v

 Sadly, the course of reference-fixing in actual scientific cases is even

 more complex than this analysis suggests. Thus, we shall conclude
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 by looking more closely than we have so far at a pair of historical

 examples. This will lead us to some last refinements.

 Let us begin, however, with a problem for causal theories of refer-

 ence that has been raised by a number of theorists (e.g. Enc, 1976;

 Nola, 1980; Kroon, 1985) which we might call the 'No Failures
 of Reference' Problem. As these thinkers point out with reference

 to historical examples like Priestley's 'phlogiston' and Gilbert's

 'electric effluvia', causal theories of reference seem hard-pressed to

 account for the fact that some natural kind terms fail to refer: after

 all, something (oxygen) was causally responsible for the phenomena

 (combustion and calcination) which prompted grounders to intro-

 duce the term 'phlogiston', and the causal theorist seems forced
 to conclude that 'phlogiston' simply refers to oxygen instead of
 holding (as contemporary scientists do) that the term simply failed

 to refer to anything at all. 11

 Of course, CTR2 has a mechanism which allows for failures of

 reference: a term could fail to refer because, contrary to the suppos-

 ition with which the term-grounder is introducing it, there simply is

 no feature (or perhaps no unique feature) common to the total causes

 of all of the phenomena which figure in its associated description.12
 But this mechanism is of no help with the present difficulty, for

 it seems that there is such a single feature available in the cases

 of the collections of phenomena which prompted the introduction

 of 'phlogiston' and 'electric effluvia': namely, oxygen in the one
 case and electricity in the other. As we will see, the refinements

 we introduce in considering the pair of historical examples which

 follow will enable CTR2 to avoid this important difficulty as well.
 On to the examples then.

 Boyle first characterized the members of the natural kind acid

 phenomenologically, by their sour taste, corrosiveness, their ability
 to precipitate sulfur from sulfide solutions and to redden blue plant

 dyes, and by the loss of these properties on contact with alkalies

 (bases). For about two centuries, chemists employed the term 'acid',
 using an enriched and refined version of Boyle's original approach.

 In 1887, however, Arrhenius developed the first structural defini-
 tion claimed by modem chemical theory (Finston and Rychtman,

 1982, Chapter 1; Masterson et al., 1985, Chapter 19; Segal, 1985,

 Chapter 7). Arrhenius suggested that acids are hydrogen compounds
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 dissolved in aqueous solution.13 While this definition was to stand
 until the 1920s, its shortcomings were noted almost as soon as

 it was proposed, among others that it failed to recognize acid-

 base behavior in nonaqueous solutions "despite observations of

 such behavior in solvents such as liquid ammonia", and excluded

 "substances with obvious and sometimes pronounced acidic prop-

 erties that did not contain hydrogen" (Finston and Rychtman, 1982,

 pp. 7-9).
 The first of these defects was remedied by the Br0nsted-

 Lowry definition, proposed in 1923, which identified an acid as a

 compound containing an ionizable hydrogen ion (a proton).14 In an
 earlier paper arguing for his view, Br0nsted (1928) criticizes the

 Arrhenius definition, claiming that "it is quite possible .. . that a

 substance which does not [meet the Arrhenius definition] can never-

 theless possess properties which justify the application of the term

 acid" (Br0nsted, 1928, p. 285). But his own definition, he claims,

 "gives in all cases a logical and adequate expression of the properties

 which are generally recognized as being characteristic of acids and

 bases" (p. 286). Thus Br0nsted explicitly appealed to the sorts of

 stereotypical properties assembled by Boyle and his successors.

 The Br0nsted-Lowry definition still required acids to contain

 hydrogen, however, a shortcoming which has fuelled the popularity

 of G.N. Lewis' alternative definition of 'acid', according to which

 acids are electron pair acceptors: that is, an acid is any substance

 whose constituents have an incompletely filled outer electron

 shell.15 Lewis (1938) claims that a successful definition of 'acid'
 can be founded on descriptions in terms of macroscopic proper-

 ties: "it is possible ... to discuss and define acids and bases merely

 from their behavior in chemical reactions without any theory of

 molecular structure" (1938, p. 293). Nonetheless, Lewis defends

 his electronic structural definition on the basis of "the similarity,

 and indeed the nearly complete identity" between the behavior of
 the substances it identifies as acids and that of traditional Br0nsted-

 Lowry acids, across what he explicitly entitles his four "Phenomen-

 ological Criteria": rapid combination with bases, replacement of
 weaker acids, effects upon colored indicators, and characteristic

 catalytic action (pp. 302-313). Thus Lewis picks out four stereo-

 typic properties to which he considers a structural definition of
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 'acid' responsible, and he argues for his own structural definition

 on the basis of its superiority in picking out all and only those

 objects which exhibit them. A text advocating Lewis' view simi-
 larly argues that "a substance that exhibits the properties of an
 acid should be called an acid, regardless of preconceived notions
 about the dependence of acidic properties on a particular element"
 (Luder and Zuffanti, 1946, p. 3), and that Lewis' definition is prefer-

 able precisely because it picks out those substances displaying the
 characteristic phenomenological behavior of acids (pp. 15-17).

 At least since the time of Arrhenius, chemists have had the ability

 to fix the referent of 'acid' by explicit structural description, iden-
 tifying the "inner constitution" of acids, and the subsequent debate
 concerns how to pick out the right notion of inner constitution.

 On a first look, it seems as though the macroscopic properties of
 acids play the driving role in this process, and therefore that a

 simple theory like SNE gives the right account of the reference of
 'acid' from Boyle on. Boyle picked out acids by description - they
 are those things that have sour taste, are corrosive etc. etc. - and

 the post-Arrhenius work is just concerned to provide a different
 kind of description to replace his. But this cannot be the whole
 story, for two reasons. First, if the Boylean definition, or some
 similar definition proffered by his successors, had been adequate,

 why strain to produce a definition in molecular terms? Second, it

 isn't the entire complex of Boylean properties that set the standard
 from the mid-seventeenth-century to the present. Instead some of

 Boyle's descriptions, and some of the descriptions advanced by
 his successors, are rejected to yield a list of privileged phenomen-
 ological properties that can later be invoked as a standard for a

 good molecular definition. How do the ones that survive obtain this
 privilege?

 We can answer the first question by answering the second. As
 we have seen, a principal motivation for causal theories lies in
 the possibility of discovering that some members of a natural kind
 lack properties originally used in picking out the kind, and just this
 happened in the history of chemistry with respect to acids. Boyle's
 original list was modified because chemists hoped to use the prop-

 erties attributed to acids to point to a common inner constitution
 and found that some of the phenomenological features of acids
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 were more useful in doing so than others. Arrhenius, Br0nsted and
 Lewis all drop the sour taste and corrosiveness requirements because

 they recognize that, at the molecular level, there isn't any common
 constituent of the structures that causally produce these kinds of
 features as well as the others on the list. CTR2 enables us to recog-
 nize how the acid stereotype is modified in the course of chemical

 investigation so as to preserve a set of features that can be causally

 explained in terms of some common underlying structural property.

 Similarly, if we suppose that CTR2 accounts for the reference-fixing
 of 'acid' from Boyle up to Arrhenius, then it's apparent why we

 should want the molecular definition: the stereotype is not being
 used directly to circumscribe the natural kind, but to point to an
 unknown inner constitution, and, as we should expect, as chemists
 come to think of themselves as in a position to characterize that
 constitution, they seek an explicit specification of it.

 Yet now we face an interesting further issue that arises from the

 fact that there are (at least) three distinct sets picked out by candidate
 molecular specifications: the Arrhenius acids, the Br0nsted-Lowry
 acids, and the Lewis acids. How are we to understand earlier uses

 of 'acid', say those of Boyle, Lavoisier, Dalton, Davy, Liebig,
 Avogadro and Mendeleev? If they were pointing to that inner consti-
 tution that figures in the causal production of each of a set of
 phenomenological features in samples of acids, which constitution
 was it? So far as we can see, the overwhelming majority of the pre-
 Arrhenius uses of 'acid', in which reference is fixed causally, fixed
 the reference through samples in which the stereotypical properties
 were produced in virtue of the aqueous dissociation of a hydrogen
 compound or in virtue of the presence of an ionizable hydrogen ion
 or in virtue of the presence of an electron-pair acceptor, for, in the
 samples considered, the three conditions coincide. In addition, there
 are some occasions on which scientists clearly fix the reference of
 acid by description, drawing conclusions about all acids that they
 take to flow analytically from some preferred specification. The
 challenge for CTR2 is to make sense of a confusing picture.

 We believe that this challenge can be met by deploying two
 approaches that have been developed to understand conceptual

 change in science. One, due to Hartry Field, suggests that there is
 a relation of partial reference that can link a term(-type) to differ-
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 ent potential referents. In Field's original example, 'mass' in the

 language of Newtonian physicists partially referred to rest mass and
 partially referred to inertial mass (Field, 1973). The other, suggested
 by one of us, is that different tokens of the same term-type may refer

 differently, some having their reference fixed in one way and some
 in another (Kitcher, 1978). It's quite possible to combine the two

 strategies, supposing that tokens of the same type differ in the ways
 in which reference is fixed and that, for some tokens, there's partial
 reference to different entities.

 The differences in reference-fixing can center on differences in

 the sets of samples or foils, or in the properties that are used to
 try to identify the common causal factor. In all episodes in which

 a term-user fixes the reference of a term in accordance with CTR2,
 that term user has a set of samples (let's ignore foils for present
 purposes) and a set of properties, and, as we noted at the end of
 section IV, the user conjectures that there's a common constituent of
 the total cause of each property in each sample. There are numerous
 instances in which that conjecture proves false, in which there are
 different ways to select from the total sets of samples and properties

 proper subsets for which it is correct, and, on these occasions, we

 may say of some tokens that they refer differently or of the type that

 it partially refers. As scientists discover more about the underlying
 properties they were trying to characterize, they become aware of
 these deficiencies, refining their references. Thus, under theoretical
 pressures, the stereotypical properties are modified and the typical
 samples revised.

 The history of uses of 'acid' from the seventeenth century
 to the late nineteenth century does show that some tokens had
 their references fixed through description while others had their
 reference fixed in accordance with CTR2. Sometimes, chemists
 lumped together samples and properties with no common causal
 factor; sometimes, their selected samples and causal properties
 suffered the opposite deficiency - namely, that there's more than one
 common causal constituent. In the latter instances, Field's device
 of partial reference seems attractive: when chemists used stereo-
 typical features to point to underlying structures that they were
 unable to specify, Boyle and his followers were partially referring
 to Arrhenius acids, partially referring to Br0nsted-Lowry acids, and
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 partially referring to Lewis acids. This is because their ability to
 identify an inner constitution responsible for the production of each
 of the stereotypical properties in each of their samples was not up to
 resolving the fine differences.

 Given the way in which CTR2 emerged, we should have expected
 this. Recall that the challenge for the causal theorist is to find a

 way for term-introducers to distinguish parts of the total cause, in
 situations where they are quite ignorant about how the causation

 goes. CTR2 meets that challenge by looking for a common element

 in the causal production of a range of features in a range of samples,

 but it should always have struck us as possible that there is no single
 such common element. Things can go wrong in either direction, for

 theorists may be using too many samples and properties to allow for

 any common cause, or they may be using too few to perform the

 intended screening function. Precisely in cases like these we should

 allow that the reference is indeterminate, that the term-introducer

 partially refers by picking out the things that have one inner constitu-

 tion and partially refers by picking out another. Thus we suggest that

 when we try to understand reference to natural kinds, it's important
 both to allow for different reference of different tokens of a type and
 for phenomena of partial reference.

 The second example illustrates these points in a different context,

 as well as leading us into further issues about the modification

 of stereotypes by systematic theoretical considerations. Causal

 theorists from Putnam and Kripke on have made casual use of
 examples of biological species, although biologists and philos-

 ophers of biology have long been clear that the kinds of "inner
 constitutions" characteristic of physical and chemical examples are

 not central to most biological uses of species terms. We hope to

 show how an approach based on CTR2 can do better.

 Consider a species-term such as 'chimpanzee' (more strictly,

 'common chimpanzee' or 'Pan troglodytes'). To what does this term
 refer? How is its reference now fixed, and how has it been fixed in

 the history of usage? The first thing to note is that biologists do not

 (and cannot) appeal to some individuating internal feature of chim-
 panzee cells that would be a strict analogue for atomic number in the
 case of the elements. An attempt to fix the reference by declaring
 chimpanzees to be those organisms whose somatic cells carry 24
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 chromosome pairs with a specific banding pattern and with a certain

 arrangement of special loci would be hopeless, since chimpanzees,

 like other mammals, can have abnormal karyotypes (trisomies, for
 example), significant deletions, translocations, and all the usual

 genomic disruptions that afflict their evolutionary cousins (namely,
 ourselves). If pressed to characterize chimpanzees, a primatologist
 would have to invoke type specimens, and in accordance with the

 causal theory of reference take chimpanzees to be animals like those

 picked out. Of course, this raises the question of what the pertinent
 sameness relation should be in this instance.

 For those biologists who subscribe to the biological species

 concept, the type specimens identify a population - the set of

 animals among whom the types live with whom they have a signifi-
 cantly higher chance of reproducing - and the species is the union

 of all those populations, past, present, and future, that would freely
 interbreed in nature if they were found in the same place at the same

 time as the focal population. There are various ways of making

 the criterion of free interbreeding more precise: detailed study of
 natural populations has revealed hybrid zones at the margins of the

 ranges of a number of species, zones in which members of one

 species breed with those of a closely-related species (primary zoolo-

 gical examples come from frogs, although it has been suggested

 that there may be hybridization in the wild between chimpanzees
 and bonobos), but naturalists do not view the species boundary as

 breached so long as the hybrid zone remains "small". As a general

 tactic, the thought that an interbreeding criterion can eventually be
 replaced by a specification in terms of genetic or cytological features

 of the organism is highly implausible, both because the presence

 or absence of reproduction depends on phenotypes (the product

 both of genetic constitution and environment) and because there

 are sometimes environmental factors that keep populations from
 interbreeding (highly similar animals do not interbreed because their

 times and/or places of activity are different - among anoline lizards,

 for example, distinct species occupy the forest canopy, the trunks

 of trees, and the ground around the base). We thus suspect that,

 even relative to the biological species concept, there are a number
 of slightly different ways to construe "organisms like that", and thus
 to fix the reference of a species term to distinct sets of organisms.
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 However, matters are even worse when one recognizes that there

 are alternative species concepts. Although our views about species

 concepts are different, both of us have argued for pluralism about

 biological species (Kitcher, 1984; Stanford, 1995). We suggest that,
 given different, legitimate, biological interests, there are alterna-
 tive ways to group organisms - perhaps by insisting on historical

 connectedness as a necessary condition for being conspecific (which
 is not required by the biological species concept), or by using ideas
 from cladistic systematics to insist that every species must possess
 an individuating derived characteristic, or by restricting the domain

 of one's species concept to some particular range of organisms
 (asexual plants or bacteria, for example) for which a structural or

 genetic characterization can be given. If we are right, then there are

 several distinct ways to divide up the living world, corresponding to

 different choices about how to extend the application of a species
 concept from type specimens. Within contemporary biology, the
 species divisions seem to vary from field to field, so that different

 tokens of species-names refer differently. It is also quite possible
 that, for many biological purposes, exactness is not required, that

 the discussions in which biologists engage make partial reference
 to a number of different sets of animals. Hence, even in contem-

 porary biology, both the refinements of CTR2 that were introduced
 in connection with 'acid' would appear to find further application.

 When we look back into the history of biology, the picture is
 even more complex. Ernst Mayr introduced the biological species
 concept in 1942, and, since then, at least among evolutionary biolo-
 gists, there has been a greater degree of uniformity of reference.
 Yet, of course, species names are very old, and we should wonder
 how their references were fixed in the languages of Aristotle, van
 Leeuwenhoek, Ray, Buffon, Linnaeus, Lamarck, Darwin, Mendel,
 Morgan and Fisher (to name just a few figures from the pre-Mayrian
 period). For some tokens of some of these thinkers, reference is

 clearly fixed by description: Linnaeus, for example, provides a
 systematic way of applying species names in terms of the struc-
 ture of the genitalia. In many instances, species names are surely
 fixed through type specimens, with the thought that what counts to
 make organisms "of the same type" is that they inherit features from
 ancestors. After Darwin, however, common descent is no longer
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 sufficient for membership in the same species, so that a further

 (typically vague) criterion of "not departing too far from ances-

 tral type" is invoked to allow for anagenetic speciation. Further,

 there are gestures towards the Mayrian emphasis on reproductive
 compatibility, already suggested in Linnaeus' choice of funda-

 mental criterion, in some of Buffon's discussions, and in passages

 in Darwin. In our judgment, the history of use of species-names is

 full of differential reference of different tokens of the same type,

 overlain with partial reference to many of the species divisions we

 recognize and some more besides.

 One facet of the history deserves special mention and will
 connect back to the discussion of natural kinds in physical science

 in an important way. There is no doubt that the attempt to specify
 which organisms are of the same type is governed by the desire

 to provide explanations of large-scale biological features - aspects

 of morphology, development, community structure, evolutionary

 change, and so forth - and the differences in species concepts reflect

 focus on distinct questions. (The concerns of the virologist or the

 parasitologist may be quite distinct from those of the behavioral

 ecologist.) Now the explanatory projects of various fields within

 biology are dependent not simply on classifications of organisms
 at the species level: at least in some cases, one wants to identify

 broader kinds and to use notions drawn from a hierarchy of divi-

 sions. This means that the judgments about what organisms count
 as significantly similar, the critical scrutiny and refinement of talk

 of "the same type", is not just responsive to the work that the

 division can do in explaining properties of the organisms falling

 under a species concept (the kind of process to which we alluded in

 discussing the modification of Boyle's original list of stereotypical
 properties) but also to broader systematic considerations. Shifts in

 decisions about which organisms belong together can be triggered
 by concerns about providing a unified account of biological kinds
 at all levels, a point that is most notable in cladistic criticisms

 of evolutionary systematics (with its emphasis on the biological
 species concept at the species level and on quite different standards

 of division at higher reaches of the Linnaean hierarchy).

 Even a relatively cursory look at one central biological natural

 kind term suggests three main points that should be held in mind
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 as one considers the role of descriptions in fixing reference. First,
 it's clear from the example of the biological species concept that

 some natural kind terms have their references fixed through the
 use of descriptions that are not attempts to pick out "inner consti-
 tution" or "underlying structure". Second, the plurality of species
 concepts brings home to us the fact that the same term can be asso-

 ciated with several different ways of reference-fixing, some of which
 involve structural descriptions and some of which involve descrip-

 tions that are irreducible to structural descriptions. Third, many uses
 of natural kind terms are insensitive to the distinctions among ways
 of fixing reference. Despite the facts that biologists from different
 fields adapt species names to their distinct explanatory ends, the
 same expression can be used in inter-field communication.

 CTR2 is extremely important for understanding the use of natural
 kind terms in science, past and present. Yet, despite the insights of

 Kripke and Putnam, which we have tried to refine in CTR2, the role
 of structural descriptions and of the search for "inner constitutions"
 should not be overemphasized. We should remain aware that some

 uses of some terms involve irreducibly non-structural descriptions.

 Nor is this simply a quirk of biological practice. Consider
 the fundamental classification of elements on the Periodic Table:
 'Metals', 'Metalloids' or 'Semi-metals', and 'Nonmetals'.16 While
 these divisions are perfectly well-defined with respect to the

 elements included in each, there is no nondisjunctive structural
 property characteristic of all and only the members of any of these
 three groups. Metallic character is a property an element possesses
 as a matter of degree, tending to increase as one moves down the
 Table and to the left, as elements possess a greater number of the

 ordinary physical (e.g. malleability) and chemical (e.g. low elec-
 tronegativity) properties that characterize metals. Nevertheless, the
 tripartite classification plays an important role in chemical explana-
 tions, which is why it has achieved its status as the fundamental way
 of dividing the elements.

 With these sophistications in view, let us return to the 'No Fail-
 ures of Reference' problem. On our account, different tokens of the
 same term-type will have their references fixed in different ways:

 some in accordance with CTR2, some by appeal to explicit struc-
 tural descriptions, and some by appeal to descriptions which do not
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 seek to pick out a common internal structure or hidden constitution

 at all. Thus, some tokens of a term-type will reflect ineliminable

 descriptive commitments which prevent that token from referring
 at all, as many disputes among phlogistonians regarding the nature
 of phlogiston itself were clearly debates about the nature of the
 stuff that is emitted in combustion and there simply is no such

 stuff. It would be a mistake, however, to think that this referen-
 tial failure must infect all linguistic expressions in which tokens of
 this term-type are essentially involved: when Priestley claimed that

 'dephlogisticated air' (which he understood to be air from which

 the phlogiston had been removed) was superior for combustion and
 respiration, it is quite plausible to think of the reference of many

 tokens of 'dephlogisticated air' as being fixed by CTR2 (in contexts
 in which we are concerned with the characteristic causal powers of
 such air) and of others as fixed by a description appealing to its mode
 of production ('air produced by heating the red calx of mercury'),
 and thus that many tokens of the expression itself refer either to pure
 oxygen or to air rich in oxygen (or partially refer to both), rather than
 to nothing at all.17

 It is important to realize why the 'No Failures of Reference'

 problem arises, as Enc, Nola, and Kroon rightly point out, in the
 case of 'theoretical' terms, or terms whose referents cannot be (or

 perhaps merely have not been) directly ostended: it is because it is
 in just these cases that the causal theorist cannot appeal to samples
 in order to help fix the reference of a kind term. But much of the
 debate among the theorists who raise the problem concerns the
 precise nature of the further descriptive elements which must do

 the work of fixing reference: to wit, whether a kind-constituting
 structural description, a description of causal role, a description of
 causal mechanism, or something else is needed to ground reference
 in these cases. It is worth pointing out that, on our account, no single
 answer to this question will apply to all cases: when a reference-

 grounder cannot ostend the referent of her term directly, some kind
 of description must play the role of samples and foils in the act of
 grounding reference, but whether this is a description of internal
 structure, causal role, causal mechanism, or something else alto-
 gether will vary with the term-type and even with the term-token
 under consideration.
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 The upshot of our story is that there is no simple account of

 the reference of natural kind terms. One of the insights of early

 causal theories of reference was their insistence that a descriptive

 mode of reference-fixing was properly abandoned when inquiry

 disclosed that the entities previously grouped together shared no

 common internal structure. Locke's original retreat from any causal

 theory was based on his recognition that talk of common internal

 structure is highly problematic, both because we are often unable

 to specify that structure very precisely and, even when we can,

 there are alternative ways of discerning similarity. We believe that

 CTR2, accompanied with the last refinements offered in this section,
 provides a way of combining these important points, but that the

 resultant view of scientific language, both conceived historically and

 even in its present state, is extremely complex. Our talk of natural

 kinds emerges from an attempt to understand aspects of the world

 around us, not only in looking for common causal mechanisms in

 particular cases but also in trying to integrate cases into a coherent

 global framework. We can expect descriptivist and causal modes

 of reference-fixing to interact in different ways in different cases,

 depending on the relative strengths of the theoretical pressures and

 the demand to find a common account of the particular proper-

 ties of a particular group of entities. We started with two simple

 theories, SNE and SRE, but we have ended with something much

 more messy. Our hope is that greater accuracy justifies the mess.
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 NOTES

 1 For a full defense of the claim that Locke anticipates what contemporary
 theorists call the qua problem, the interested reader may wish to consult Stanford
 (1998).

 2 Early discussions of this problem can be found in Dupre (1981) and Kitcher
 (1982).
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 3 This seems identical to a case that Putnam points out: the reference of the
 term 'jade' includes two distinct minerals, jadeite and nephrite, which produce
 the "same unique textural qualities" (1975, p. 241).
 4 It might seem tempting, of course, to say that the structural differences which

 count are just those of the sorts (whatever they may turn out to be) that are 'as a
 matter of fact' associated quite generally and systematically with differences in
 observable properties(e.g. atomic number), but there is simply no reason to think
 that all referentially relevant structural differences will or must be systematic in
 the manner of atomic number. We will try to clarify the role played in reference-
 grounding by considerations of theoretical systematicity in the final section.
 5 Note that we are not here considering whether gold (with atomic number 79)
 could be green in another possible world (surely it could), but rather what the
 reference of our term 'gold' would be if we were to make this discovery in the
 actual world. Furthermore, while yellowness may not be among the properties
 we would currently take to fix the relevant internal constitution of gold, we may
 readily make the same point by varying the example to consider a substance with
 atomic number 79 which lacks one or more of the properties that we would accept.
 So we may, without loss of generality, assume that 'yellow' is a constituent in our
 description of gold.

 6 We should at least mention Devitt and Sterelny's interesting suggestion (p. 75)
 that there may be primitive terms (categorials or simple demonstratives, say)
 which can be directly grounded in a manner that avoids the qua problem. If so,
 perhaps the descriptions needed for reference-grounding will themselves reduce
 to primitive terms whose reference can be grounded without any descriptive
 component. To our knowledge, however, noone has been able to make good on
 this suggestion, and we shall not pursue it here.

 7 Putnam introduces the term 'stereotype' to capture this notion: a stereotype is
 our "conventional idea" of a thing, which we must tell someone in order for them
 to "acquire" the term for it (1975, pp. 249-251).

 8 Curiously, Putnam does not note that Kripke's passage and Searle's theory actu-
 ally concern reference for proper names; he is presumably denying the legitimacy
 of any account of reference for natural kinds which is similarly description-based.
 9 Putnam is well aware that importance is an interest-relative notion; thus, he
 suggests that we will recognize deviant, context-sensitive senses of terms (and
 deviant, although well-defined, sameness relations) in which plastic lemons are
 'lemons' and silicon-based Martian tigers are 'tigers'.
 10 This demand is also created by the need for natural kind terms to apply to
 future cases and to refer already to entities with which noone has had any causal
 contact (e.g. unexcavated gold). This feature starkly distinguishes natural kind
 terms from proper names, but seems to have gone unnoticed in many discussions
 of their admittedly important similarities.

 l l Enc, Nola and Kroon each use a version of this problem to argue that the
 reference of 'theoretical' terms must involve a descriptive element, although each
 argues for a different conception of the precise content of such descriptions. Of
 these theorists, only Kroon notes the qua problem, saying that it is related to an
 introductory argument he gives (viz, that unless a moderate degree of conceptu-
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 alization under sortals is involved in the grounding of the term for a particular
 object, questions about the persistence of that object have only indeterminate
 answers), but his central concern in the paper is to use problems like what we have

 called the 'No Failures of Reference' problem to support the much stronger thesis
 that in the grounding of specifically theoretical terms from the natural sciences,
 "the degree of conceptualization involved in reference-fixing is no longer just
 moderate" (1985, p. 145).

 12 As we will see below, however, this account of the conditions under which a
 term fails to refer is far too simple; it will be elaborated considerably in the course
 of this final section.

 13 This description is structural, and not dispositional, because the acid is the
 aqueous solution itself, and not the solute; that is, the Arrhenius definition
 considers pure anhydrous HCl an acid only after it is dissolved in water (Finston
 and Rychtman, p. 7).

 14 This is actually our reformulation of the Br0nsted-Lowry definition in
 language which attributes a structural property to acids. If the dispositional-
 sounding term 'ionizable' offends, it can presumably be replaced with a structural
 description of some range of qualifying bonding situations for the proton.
 15 This includes stable ionic configurations, if they accept additional electron
 pairs.

 16 While the Table itself is often divided simply into Metals and Nonmetals, this
 is considered a rough convenience: the existence of the Metalloids as an inter-
 mediate grouping is universally recognized.

 17 While the details are slightly more complex, similar considerations apply to
 some tokens of the term 'phlogiston' itself (see Kitcher, 1978, p. 534).
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